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TAKING OF PROPERTY ON JUST TERMS BILL 2014 
Second Reading 

MR M.J. COWPER (Murray–Wellington) [4.09 pm]: I move — 
That the bill be now read a second time. 

Today I rise to speak to a bill that I have presented to the house for members to consider. First, I would like to 
thank the member for Midland, the manager of opposition business, for allowing me some time during private 
members’ business to speak to this bill that has been in the making for several years. I have been making some 
noise in this place on behalf of my constituents with respect to property rights issues since I came to this place in 
2005. The genesis of this issue goes back beyond that to a slow deterioration of the rights of property owners 
caused by a suite of legislation that has washed across the political landscape and impacted detrimentally upon a 
number of landowners. I would estimate that it would probably affect in excess of 20 000 landowners in Western 
Australia. Of course many of them live in the Murray–Wellington electorate. They are, if you like, within the 
zone of the major cities of Perth, Bunbury and Mandurah, and that zone is traversed by water supplies, major 
highways, electricity, gas and a whole range of other land uses that have impacted on the rights of land owners in 
that area. It is probably most acute in that area, notwithstanding that it affects people right across the state. There 
are land organisations in Gingin, Tonebridge, Unicup and other parts of Western Australia that represent farmers 
whose rights to go about their lawful business on the land that they have purchased have been impacted on by 
various pieces of legislation. 
In 2004 the then Standing Committee on Public Administration and Finance in the other place released a 
comprehensive report, entitled “Impact of State Government Actions and Processes on the Use and Enjoyment 
of Freehold and Leasehold Land in Western Australia”. I have a copy of this report here today and for those 
members who have not seen it, particularly those members new to this place, it is compelling reading. That 
committee was chaired by Hon Barry House, and its other members were Hon Ed Dermer, Hon Murray Criddle, 
Hon Sue Ellery, Hon John Fischer, Hon Dee Margetts and Hon Ken Travers. The report is very detailed and I 
would recommend members read at least the executive summary that details 36 recommendations. The 
36 recommendations were tabled more than 10 years ago, in May 2004. Unfortunately, not a single one of those 
recommendations has been acted upon in that time even though, almost annually, motions are raised at Liberal 
Party conferences, through the divisions, on issues around property rights. Notwithstanding the unanimous 
support for them, my government, a Liberal government, has done nothing about this particular issue. I am very 
saddened by that, because at the end of the day, each and every one of us is put in this place to represent our 
constituency. This is an issue on which I gave my word to my constituents to do all that I possibly could do to 
accommodate the injustice perpetrated upon them. 
What makes this whole episode worse is that when we went to the election in 2005—one that the Liberal Party 
did not win—there were rallies on the steps of this very Parliament building involving hundreds of farmers who 
were irate about the way they had been treated. At that time, I recall the Leader of the Opposition, the current 
Premier, going to meetings in Gingin; in Dawesville at the Jolly Frog restaurant overlooking the Dawesville Cut; 
in Pinjarra and other places, where he said that this situation would be dealt with by the Liberal Party. The 
Liberal Party was supposed to be the saviours of those landowners, but because of inaction over 10 years, the 
Liberal Party has become the perpetrator of this injustice. We have sat on our hands and done nothing and that is 
an embarrassment to me, personally, because I gave my word that I would do everything for my constituents. 
But this should also be an embarrassment to all Liberal members in this house. 
What caused this particular anomaly in the legislation? I need go to the crux of the issue, and that is, for those 
members who are not familiar with the issue, that the federal constitution does not reflect in a similar way what 
is contained in the state’s Constitution. In Western Australia the state’s express powers to take land and 
compensation payable are primarily contained in parts 9 and 10 of the Land Administration Act 1997, which 
generally operates in conjunction with specific legislation connected to the relevant public purpose; for example, 
Main Roads, the Water Corporation or a host of other legislation. Land evaluated by town planning schemes is 
the subject of a separate compensation–taking regime in part 11 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. 
Those state acts contain provisions the objective of which is to give compensation on “just terms”. This includes 
an express provision to ensure that compensation is paid on just terms under section 241(6)(e) of the Land 
Administration Act. There is no express provision in the state Constitution that qualifies the state’s power to take 
property. In contrast, the commonwealth power to make laws for the acquisition of property, contained in 
section 51 (xxxi) of .the commonwealth Constitution, is qualified by a requirement of “just terms”. This is 
because the state Constitution plays a role that is very different from the commonwealth Constitution. The state’s 
Constitution predates the creation of the commonwealth and assumes that the state Parliament is sovereign. It is 
not therefore necessary to give the states specific powers to acquire property in its Constitution and for this 
reason there is no equivalent to section 51 of the commonwealth Constitution in the state’s Constitution Act of 
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1889 and, therefore, no express just terms qualification on the power to take land. It was implicit in the form and 
content of the state taking statutes. This was a reflection of the common law inheritance of the colony and the 
state. Essentially, the principle is that where there is a taking, it must be on just terms, and the citizen can take 
the acquiring authority to court to recover compensation. The same principle is reflected in the fifth amendment 
of the United States Constitution. A disparate range of relevant Australian, English and other common law 
jurisdiction authorities also reflect this principle. For the purposes of the committee’s paper, it is sufficient to 
quote Justice Pidgeon in one of the few relevant Western Australian cases, which states — 

The Crown is not entitled by virtue of the Royal Prerogative to take possession of a subject’s property 
for reasons of State without paying compensation … 
The common law principles are reflected in s52(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution empowering the 
commonwealth to make laws with respect to the acquisition of property on ‘just terms’. While this does 
not bind the State to do the same it shows a consistency with the common law principles. The common 
law principles would apply in this State unless abrogated by statute, which gives rise to the canon of 
construction referred to by Lord Atkinson in Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic) v Cannon Brewery 
Co Ltd … at p752: 

‘That canon is this: that an intention to take away the property of a subject without giving to 
him a legal right to compensation for the loss of it is not to be imputed to the legislature unless 
that intention is expressed in unequivocal terms.’ 

The Public Works Act does not detract from these common law principles. On the contrary it aims to 
give effect to them in their wider sense and I would interpret this as the policy and intention of the Act 
[referring to the Public Works Act 1902].” 

The presumption against the curtailment of private property rights was once characterised by Justice McTiernan 
in the High Court as an important rule of political ethics. The common law pedigree clearly distinguishes. 
proposed legislation which reflects a citizen’s entitlement to compensation for a taking from recent calls for a 
bill of rights. The latter is a call for the creation of new rights; the former for a legislative expression of an 
entrenched common law entitlement, the primary purpose of which is to provide a convenient and clear 
framework within which the right can be properly exercised. 
The established common law entitlement to compensation on just terms is also important and distinguishable 
from proposed new statutory rights because of its fundamental economic and social importance. State Parliament 
can, by very specific legislation, override common law principles, but it cannot do so by implication. It is clear 
that the power of the Crown does not extend to the taking of property or injuriously affecting it unless 
specifically authorised by statute. However, there are now many statutes and state acts that may injure property 
or effectively take or sterilise it as though they were takings statutes, without any express provision for the 
payment of compensation. Examples include the environmental protection policies under part III of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986; environmental protection policies for wetlands and buffer areas; water 
protection zones policies; the Bush Forever policy; land clearing laws; environmental assessment conservation 
areas; and blocking of development under the EP act. Commonwealth statutes, in contrast, must contain a 
provision to avoid the “just terms” proviso in section 5(xxxi) of the Constitution, an example being section 519 
of the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. The necessity or otherwise for the 
state laws mentioned above is not the issue. However, they may and are being wrongly used to limit the rights of 
property owners. This can amount to the taking of property, or interest in property, or the injurious affection of 
property. These provisions do not expressly provide for the payment of compensation on just terms. 
Over 100 years ago it was necessary to address specifically the payment of compensation on “just terms” in the 
commonwealth takings Constitution. It is now necessary to do likewise in this state. Our society is now far more 
complex. Formerly, government interfered with private property only in limited circumstances, but now it does 
so in a wide variety of circumstances. That is no more evident than when we look at what occurs in the Murray–
Wellington electorate. So that statute law keeps pace with the seemingly ever-broadening sphere of government 
activity, some specific restatement of the common law is necessary, in particular to provide a clear statutory 
basis for adjudicating disputes over the effect of government action on the value of property. The recommended 
core provisions of the proposed Takings of Property on Just Terms Bill are attached to the explanatory 
memorandum. 
In conclusion, there is a strong case for legislative confirmation of the common law right to compensation on just 
terms when there has been a taking of property without recourse to existing statutory processes. As with the 
commonwealth Constitution, the relevant property may be in any form, including land. The same principles are 
applicable to all property. 
This bill simply does what the Constitution does; it provides that if people’s land is to be taken, it should be done 
so on just terms. The perpetuation of laws in this state and the way in which they are being applied by various 
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government organisations is an abomination and a scandal. Of course, members on both sides of this house 
would know that that there are some really good reasons for why this occurs and why there is an urgency for this 
bill. I have a litany of cases that I could refer to, but, unfortunately, I have only limited time. I will draw on a 
recent case with which people may be familiar. I think Peter Swift may well be in the public gallery today. 
Mr Peter Swift is a gentleman who lives in Halls Head. He works in Waroona in my electorate and he bought 
1 200 acres at Lake Muir way down near Manjimup. He has endured stresses that no-one could imagine. He 
bought a 1 200-acre property, but it was then claimed that only 254 acres could be used for his proposal to graze 
cattle and make money from his venture. Two-thirds of his property was blighted. As a consequence of a portion 
of his land being cleared for grazing his cattle, he inadvertently found himself on the wrong side of the law. He 
ended up being charged and he has had to defend himself. He defended himself to the tune of becoming 
$360 000 out of pocket. 
Further to the court ruling on Wednesday, 23 October, there remains an extremely important unanswered 
question: does the Department of Environment and Conservation and government wish to ensure that there is no 
confusion for him and indeed for any other landowner? Without referencing numerous discussions he has had 
with various employees and representatives of various government departments during this matter, which has 
been running for five years, no-one has been able to clarify it for him. He has spent all his life savings trying to 
build a property and defending himself. Unfortunately, he cannot afford the mortgage on the land because of the 
cost of defending himself. He has had to call in the bank and the bank valuation of his own property, given that it 
is only 254 hectares, leaves only one prospective buyer of that property—the state of Western Australia—
because no-one else would touch it. Why would someone buy 1 200 acres and be able to farm only 250 acres? 
The way in which the law has been applied has injuriously affected this gentleman, notwithstanding that he has 
had to fight his way through the courts. He won the case and the matter was dismissed, yet he will lose 
everything. This is just one of the examples of this type of activity that not only this government, but also 
previous governments have overseen. I have three minutes left before this matter is adjourned until another time, 
but I want to say this: Mr Swift has been treated abominably by the law and in his stride for justice, he has come 
to me as his local member. I have taken it to my party room and I was given certain assurances that something 
would be done, but nothing has been done. People are committing suicide over this whole issue. I will go to my 
constituency and say that I have done everything I can. What are you going to say? I seek leave to continue my 
remarks at the next sitting of the house. 
Leave granted. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr J.E. McGrath. 
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